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Abstract
Sandwich problems generalize graph recognition problems with respect to a property . A recognition problem has a graph as
input, whereas a sandwich problem has two graphs as input. In a sandwich problem, we look for a third graph, whose edge set
lies between the edge sets of two given graphs. This third graph is required to satisfy a property . We present sandwich results
corresponding to the polynomial recognition problems: clique cutset, star cutset, and a generalization k-star cutset. We note these
graph cutset problems are of interest with respect to sandwich problems. We propose an O(n3)-time polynomial algorithm for
star cutset sandwich problem, and an O(n2+k)-time polynomial algorithm for the k-star cutset sandwich problem. We propose an
NP-completeness transformation from 1-in-3 3SAT (without negative literals) to clique cutset sandwich problem.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We say that a graph G1 = (V ,E1) is a spanning subgraph of G2 = (V ,E2) if E1 ⊆ E2; and that a graph G= (V ,E)
is a sandwich graph for the pair G1, G2 if E1 ⊆ E ⊆ E2. For notational simplicity in the sequel, we let E3 be the set
of all edges in the complete graph with vertex set V which are not in E2. Thus every sandwich graph for the pair G1,
G2 satisﬁes E1 ⊆ E and E ∩ E3 = ∅. We call E1 the forced edge set, E2\E1 the optional edge set, E3 the forbidden
edge set. The GRAPH SANDWICH PROBLEM FOR PROPERTY  is deﬁned as follows [9]:
GRAPH SANDWICH PROBLEM FOR PROPERTY 
Instance: Vertex set V, forced edge set E1, forbidden edge set E3.
Question: Is there a graph G = (V ,E) such that E1 ⊆ E and E ∩ E3 = ∅ that satisﬁes property ?
We shall use both forms (V ,E1, E2) and (V ,E1, E3) to refer to an instance of a graph sandwich problem.
Graph sandwich problems were deﬁned in the context of Computational Biology and have attracted much at-
tention lately arising from many applications and as a natural generalization of recognition problems [2,4–6,8–12].
An extended abstract of this paper was presented at LACGA 2004, the Latin-American Conference on Combinatorics, Graphs andApplications,
and appeared in Electronic Notes in Discrete Mathematics 18 (2004) 219–225. Partially supported by CAPES, CNPq and FAPERJ.
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The recognition problem for a class of graphs C is equivalent to the graph sandwich problem in which the forced edge
set E1 = E, the optional edge set E2\E1 = ∅, G = (V ,E) is the graph we want to recognize, and property  is “to
belong to class C”.
Golumbic et al. [9] have considered sandwich problems with respect to several subclasses of perfect graphs, and
proved that the GRAPH SANDWICH PROBLEM FOR SPLIT GRAPHS remains in P. On the other hand, they proved that the
GRAPH SANDWICH PROBLEM FOR PERMUTATION GRAPHS turns out to be NP-complete.
We are interested in graph sandwich problems for properties  related to decompositions arising in perfect graph
theory: homogeneous set [2], join composition [6], generalized split graphs [4,5]. In this paper, we consider the
decomposition of a graph by vertex cutsets.
The studies on sandwich problems focus on those problems which are interesting in terms of their complexity, i.e.,
neither trivially NP-complete nor trivially polynomial. A graph property is hereditary on subgraphs if, when a graph
G satisﬁes , every subgraph of G satisﬁes . A graph property  is ancestral if, when a graph G satisﬁes , every
supergraph of G satisﬁes . The following facts are mentioned in [9]:
Fact 1. If the recognition problem for a class of graphs C is NP-complete, then its corresponding sandwich problem
is also NP-complete.
Fact 2. If the property  is hereditary then there exists a sandwich graph for (V ,E1, E2) with the property  if and
only if G1 = (V ,E1) has the property .
Fact 3. If the property  is ancestral then there exists a sandwich graph for (V ,E1, E2) with the property  if and
only if G2 = (V ,E2) has the property .
In a graph, a clique (a stable set) is a set of pairwise adjacent (non-adjacent) vertices. A cutset is a non-empty set
of vertices whose deletion results in a disconnected graph. A clique cutset (a stable cutset) is a cutset which is also a
clique (a stable set). A star cutset is a non-empty set C of vertices whose deletion results in a disconnected graph, and
such that some vertex in C, called the center of C, is adjacent to all the remaining vertices of C. A clique-star cutset is
a cutset C in which there exists a clique K such that every vertex in K is adjacent to all vertices in C\K . The clique K is
the center of the clique-star cutset C. A k-star cutset is a clique-star cutset C with center K, such that |K| = k. Clearly,
a clique cutset is also a star cutset, and a k-star cutset is also a star cutset. An O(n3)-time algorithm for star cutset
recognition was given by Chvátal [3]. An O(n3)-time algorithm for clique cutset recognition was given by Whitesides
[16], and subsequently noted by Tarjan [15] that Whitesides’ algorithm has O(nm) time bound, and more recently, a
faster algorithm was given by Kratsch and Spinrad [14]. Klein and Figueiredo [13] and independently Brandstädt et al.
[1] established that stable cutset recognition is NP-complete.
As usual, we let n denote the number of vertices in the input graphs. By taking as G1 the induced cycle on n vertices,
and as G2 the complete graph on n vertices, we easily see that both G1, G2 contain no star cutset (and therefore no
k-star cutset nor clique cutset), but there exists a sandwich graph G of (G1,G2) which contains a clique cutset (and
therefore a star cutset). In other words, both properties to admit a clique cutset, and to admit a star cutset are neither
hereditary nor ancestral.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2we present a polynomial-time algorithm for k-STARCUTSETSANDWICH
PROBLEM of O(n2+k)-time; in Section 3 we propose an NP-completeness transformation from 1-in-3 3SAT (without
negative literals) to CLIQUE CUTSET SANDWICH PROBLEM; in Section 4 we have our concluding remarks and propose
some related open problems.
2. The k-star cutset sandwich problem
Given two connected graphsG1=(V ,E1),G2=(V ,E2) such thatE1 ⊆ E2, the k-STARCUTSET SANDWICHPROBLEM
comprises the search for a sandwich graph G= (V ,E) of (G1,G2) which contains a k-star cutset. Such a k-star cutset
is called a sandwich k-star cutset.
Let x ∈ V . Denote by Ni(x) the set of vertices adjacent to x in Gi . Note that N1(x) ⊆ N2(x). Say that v 1-dominates
w, if N1(w) ⊆ N2(v) ∪ {v}. Say that v is universal in G2, if V = N2(v) ∪ {v}. In Fig. 1 we have depicted all edges of
E2, the forced edges of E1 as light solid edges, and the optional edges of E2\E1 as dark solid edges.
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Fig. 1. Vertex v 1-dominates vertex w.
Let K ⊆ V . Denote by Ni(K) the set of vertices adjacent to all vertices of K in Gi . Note that N1(K) ⊆ N2(K). Say
that K 1-dominates w, if N1(w) ⊆ N2(K) ∪ K . Say that K is universal in G2, if V = N2(K) ∪ K .
Theorem 4 generalizes Theorem 1 of [3] and yields algorithm SandwichkStarCutset. We emphasize that the integer
k1 is given as a constant. In case k=1, we get a solution for STAR CUTSET SANDWICH PROBLEM with a corresponding
algorithm SandwichStarCutset.
SandwichkStarCutset (G1 = (V ,E1),G2 = (V ,E2))
1. for all k-clique K ⊆ V do
2. C ← N2(K) ∪ K
3. if (G1\C) is disconnected then
4. O ← {e ∈ E2\E1 : e incident to K}
5. G ← G = (V ,E1 ∪ O)
6. return G
7. else if C = V then
8. for all a, b ∈ N2(K) such that a = b
9. if (a, b) /∈E1 then
10. C ← C\{a, b}
11. O ← {e ∈ E2\E1 : e incident to K}
12. G ← G = (V ,E1 ∪ O)
13. return G
14. else for all w ∈ N2(K) do
15. if K 1-dominates w then
16. C ← C\{w}
17. O ← {e ∈ E2\E1 : e incident to K}
18. G ← G = (V ,E1 ∪ O)
19. return G
20. return “There is no sandwich k-star cutset”
Theorem 4. Given two connected graphs G1 = (V ,E1), G2 = (V ,E2) such that |V |2+k and E1 ⊆ E2, there exists
a sandwich k-star cutset of (G1,G2) if and only if at least one of the following two properties holds:
(1) There exists a clique K ⊂ G2 of size k such that the set of vertices V \(N2(K) ∪ K) induces a disconnected
subgraph of G1,
(2) There exist at least two non-adjacent vertices in G1, and there exist a vertex w adjacent in G2 to all vertices of a
clique K of size k such that K 1-dominates w.
Proof. To establish the “if” part, consider an arbitrary pair of connected graphs G1 = (V ,E1), G2 = (V ,E2) such
that E1 ⊆ E2 with at least one of the Properties (1) and (2) to show the existence of a sandwich graph G = (V ,E)
with k-star cutset C. If Property (1) holds, let C = N2(K) ∪ K , and let G be obtained from G1 by adding the edges
of E2\E1 incident to K. If Property (2) holds, we distinguish two cases. Suppose there exists u ∈ V \(N2(K) ∪ K).
Let C = (N2(K)\{w}) ∪ K , and let G be obtained from G1 by adding the edges of E2\E1 incident to K. Since K
1-dominates w, we have that C is a k-star cutset whose removal from G separates u from w. Now the complementary
case assume K is universal in G2. Recall that Property (2) says there exist a, b two non-adjacent vertices in G1. If
a, b /∈K , then let C = (N2(K)\{a, b}) ∪ K , and let G be obtained from G1 by adding the edges of E2\E1 incident to
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K. Consider a ∈ K and b /∈K . If V \K is not a clique of G1, then there exist x, y ∈ V \K and non-adjacent in G1. Let
C = (N2(K)\{x, y})∪K . If V \K is a clique of G1, recall |V |2+ k, and then we can construct a cliqueK ′ from K by
replacing vertex a with vertex x ∈ V \K . Let C = (N2(K ′)\{a, b})∪ (K ′), where x = a, b. Finally, consider a, b ∈ K .
If V \K is not a clique of G1, then there exist x, y ∈ V \K and non-adjacent in G1. Let C = (N2(K)\{x, y}) ∪ K . If
V \K is a clique of G1, recall |V |2+ k, and then we can construct a clique K ′ from K by replacing vertices a, b with
vertices x, y ∈ V \K . Let C = (N2(K ′)\{a, b}) ∪ (K ′), where x, y = a, b.
To establish the “only if” part, assume the existence of a sandwich graph G= (V ,E) of (G1,G2), with k-star cutset
C. Since G\C is disconnected, the set of its vertices splits into non-empty disjoint parts L and R, such that no vertex
in L is adjacent in G1 to a vertex of R. Let K be the center of C. If there exist  ∈ L\N2(K), and r ∈ R\N2(K), then
G1\(N2(K) ∪ K) is disconnected, which gives Property (1). Else, say L ⊂ N2(K), which implies every vertex in L is
1-dominated by K, which together with a pair of vertices  ∈ L, r ∈ R gives Property (2). 
Theorem 5. Algorithm SandwichkStarCutset correctly decides in time O(n2+k) whether a given pair (G1,G2) admits
a sandwich k-star cutset.
Proof. It is clear that the graph G returned at lines 6, 13 and 20 is a sandwich graph of (G1,G2) and that G has C as
k-star cutset.
Conversely, let GS = (V ,ES) be a sandwich graph of (G1,G2), with k-star cutset C. Let K be the center of C. Since
GS\C is disconnected, the set of its vertices splits into non-empty disjoint parts L and R, such that no vertex in L
is adjacent in G1 to a vertex of R. We distinguish three cases. First assume  ∈ L\N2(K), and r ∈ R\N2(K). The
algorithm returns at line 6 a sandwich graph G with k-star cutset C = N2(K) ∪ K . Second assume L ⊂ N2(K), and
r ∈ R\N2(K). Note L ⊂ N2(K) implies that K 1-dominates every  ∈ L. The algorithm returns at line 20 a sandwich
graph G, with k-star cutset C = (N2(K)\{w}) ∪ K , where w ∈ N2(K) is a vertex 1-dominated by K. Third assume
V = N2(K) ∪ K . The existence of a pair of vertices  ∈ L, r ∈ R forces the algorithm to return at line 13 a sandwich
graph G, with k-star cutset C = (N2(K)\{a, b}) ∪ K , where a, b ∈ N2(K) are non-adjacent in G1.
To get the O(n2+k) complexity upper bound, note that the algorithm consists of an external loop which tests for each
of the O(nk) k-cliques, in O(n2)-time whether it is the center of a sandwich k-star cutset. Assume the input (G1,G2)
is given as a pair of boolean adjacency matrices. We can determine in constant time whether a given pair of vertices
is adjacent in G1 by checking the pre-built boolean adjacency matrix of G1. We can determine in O(n)-time whether
a vertex w and a k-clique K is such that K 1-dominates w by checking the pre-built boolean adjacency matrices of G1
and G2. 
3. The clique cutset sandwich problem
We prove that the CLIQUE CUTSET SANDWICH PROBLEM is NP-complete by reducing the NP-complete problem 1-in-3
3SAT [7] to CLIQUE CUTSET SANDWICH PROBLEM. These two decision problems are deﬁned as follows.
1-in-3 3SAT (without negative literals)
Instance: Set X ={x1, . . . , xn} of variables, collection C ={c1, . . . , cm} of clauses over X such that each clause c ∈ C
has |c| = 3 variables.
Question: Is there a truth assignment for X such that each clause in C has exactly one true variable?
CLIQUE CUTSET SANDWICH PROBLEM
Instance: Vertex set V, forced edge set E1, forbidden edge set E3.
Question: Is there a graph G = (V ,E), such that E1 ⊆ E and E ∩ E3 = ∅, and G admits a clique cutset?
Theorem 6. The CLIQUE CUTSET SANDWICH PROBLEM is NP-complete.
Proof. CLIQUE CUTSET SANDWICH PROBLEM is in NP since a short certiﬁcate is a sandwich graph G, along with a clique
cutset.
In order to reduce 1-in-3 3SAT to CLIQUE CUTSET SANDWICH PROBLEM we need to construct in polynomial time a
particular instance (V ,E1, E3) of CLIQUE CUTSET SANDWICH PROBLEM from a generic instance (X,C) of 1-in-3 3SAT,
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such that C is 1-in-3 satisﬁable if and only if (V ,E1, E3) admits a sandwich graph G = (V ,E) which admits a clique
cutset.
First we describe the construction of a particular instance (V ,E1, E3) of CLIQUECUTSETSANDWICHPROBLEM; second
we prove in Lemma 7 that every 1-in-3 truth assignment for (X,C) deﬁnes a graph G= (V ,E) satisfying E1 ⊆ E and
E ∩ E3 = ∅ which admits a clique cutset; third we prove in Lemma 8 that every graph G = (V ,E) satisfying E1 ⊆ E
and E ∩ E3 = ∅ and such that G admits a clique cutset deﬁnes a 1-in-3 truth assignment for (X,C). These steps are
explained in detail below. 
Construction of particular instance of CLIQUE CUTSET SANDWICH PROBLEM
See Figs. 2 and 3, where solid edges are forced E1-edges and dashed edges are forbidden E3-edges. Note that all
E2\E1-edges are omitted.
The vertex set V contains: auxiliary vertices s1, s2, k; for each variable xi , 1 in, three variable vertices xi, x′i , i ;
for each clause cj = (xj1 ∨ xj2 ∨ xj3), 1jm, clause vertices cj1, cj2, cj3, bj1, bj2, bj3, b′j1, b′j2, b′j3, tj1, tj2, tj3,
t ′j1, t ′j2, t ′j3.
The forced edge set E1 contains: edges between auxiliary vertices s1k, s2k; edges between clause vertices bj1cj1,
bj2cj2, bj3cj3, cj1t ′j3, t ′j3b′j2, b′j2tj1, tj1cj2, cj2t ′j1, t ′j1b′j3, b′j3tj2, tj2cj3, cj3t ′j2, t ′j2b′j1, b′j1tj3, tj3cj1, t ′j3tj3, t ′j1tj1,
t ′j2tj2; edges between variable vertices xii , x′ii ; edges between variable vertices and auxiliary vertices s1xi , s2x′i ;
edges between clause vertices and auxiliary vertices s1cj1, s1cj2, s1cj3,s2bj1, s2bj2, s2bj3, s2b′j1, s2b′j2, s2b′j3.
The forbidden edge set E3 contains: edge between auxiliary vertices s1s2; edges between clause vertices cj1cj2,
cj2cj3, cj3cj1, cj1b′j2, b′j2bj2, cj2b′j3, b′j3bj3, cj3b′j1, b′j1bj1 t ′j3b′j1, t ′j3t ′j2, t ′j3tj2, t ′j1b′j2, t ′j1tj3, t ′j1t ′j2, t ′j2b′j3, t ′j2tj1;
edge between variable vertices xix′i ; edges between variable vertices and clause vertices as follows: if cja = xi , then
cjaxi , bjax
′
i are forbidden edges; edges between variable vertices and auxiliary vertices s2xi ,s1x
′
i , s1i , s2i ; edges
between clause vertices and auxiliary vertices s2cj1, s2cj2, s2cj3, s1bj1, s1bj2, s1bj3, s1b′j1, s1b′j2, s1b′j3, s1tj1, s1tj2,
s1tj3, s1t ′j1, s1t ′j2, s1t ′j3, s2tj1, s2tj2, s2tj3, s2t ′j1, s2t ′j2, s2t ′j3.
In Fig. 4 we have an example, where we have all vertices of V, but only the forced edges present in Figs. 2 and 3, and
only the forbidden edges between variable vertices and clause vertices. Note that the subset K ⊂ V containing vertices
k, x1, x2, x
′
3, x
′
4, c13, b11, b12, b
′
13, t13, t
′
13, t11, c23, b21, b22, b
′
23, t23, t
′
23, t21 is a clique in G2, and is such that V \K
induces a disconnected subgraph of G1, so it deﬁnes a sandwich clique cutset. The corresponding truth assignment:
variable xi has value true if and only if variable vertex x′i ∈ K is a 1-in-3 truth assignment that satisﬁes (X,C).
Fig. 2. Auxiliary vertices s1, s2, and k; variable vertices xi , x′i , and i .
Fig. 3. Clause subgraph.
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Fig. 4. Instance (V ,E1, E3) obtained from the satisﬁable instance of 1-in-3 3SAT: I = (X,C)= ({x1, x2, x3, x4}, {(x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3), (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x4)}).
Lemma 7. If there exists a 1-in-3 truth assignment that satisﬁes (X,C), then the particular instance (V ,E1, E3) of
CLIQUE CUTSET SANDWICH PROBLEM constructed above admits a graph G= (V ,E) such that E1 ⊆ E and E ∩E3 =∅
and G has a clique cutset.
Proof. Suppose there exists a 1-in-3 truth assignment that satisﬁes (X,C). Construct subset K ⊂ V considering ﬁrst
variable vertices xi, x′i as follows: vertex x′i ∈ K if and only if variablexi has value true; vertex xi ∈ K if and only if
variable xi has value false. Now consider clause vertices as follows: for each 1jm, and 1a3, if cja = xi , then
cja ∈ K if and only if x′i ∈ K; if cj1 ∈ K , then tj1, t ′j1, tj2, b′j1, bj2, bj3 ∈ K; if cj2 ∈ K , then tj2, t ′j2, tj3, b′j2, bj3,
bj1 ∈ K; if cj3 ∈ K , then tj3, t ′j3, tj1, b′j3, bj1, bj2 ∈ K . Finally k ∈ K .
In order to show that K is a sandwich clique cutset, it is equivalent to showing that K is a clique in G2, and V \K
induces a disconnected subgraph of G1.
Note that we have no forbidden edges with both endpoints in K, which implies that K is a clique in G2.
Note that s1 /∈K , s2 /∈K , and that every path in G1 joining s1 to s2 contains a vertex of K, which implies that V \K
induces a disconnected subgraph of G1. 
Lemma 8. If the particular instance (V ,E1, E3) of CLIQUE CUTSET SANDWICH PROBLEM constructed above admits
a graph G = (V ,E) such that E1 ⊆ E and E ∩ E3 = ∅ and G has a clique cutset, then there exists a 1-in-3 truth
assignment that satisﬁes (X,C).
Proof. Suppose there exists a sandwich graph G = (V ,E) with a clique cutset K. Clearly, K is a clique in G2, and
V \K induces a disconnected subgraph of G1.
Claim 9. In the disconnected subgraph of G1 induced by V \K , vertices k and z, where z is a variable vertex or a
clause vertex, do not belong to distinct connected components.
Proof. Every path in G1 joining a clause vertex and k contains s1 or s2. In G1, the clause vertices that are neighbors of
s1 or s2 are cja , bja or b
′
ja , where 1a3. Recall that K is a clique in G2. So, if s1 ∈ K , then s2, bja, b′ja /∈K , and if
s2 ∈ K , then s1, cja /∈K . Hence, if k, cja /∈K , then in the subgraph ofG1 induced byV \K there exists a path joining k to
cja .And if k, bja /∈K , then in the subgraph ofG1 induced byV \K there exists a path joining k to bja .And if k, b′ja /∈K ,
then in the subgraph of G1 induced by V \K there exists a path joining k to b′ja . Analogously, if z = tja or z = t ′ja .
There are two forced paths in G1 joining k to variable vertex xi : path xi, s1, k and path xi, i, x′i , s2, k. Recall that
K is a clique in G2. Hence, if k, xi /∈K , then in the subgraph of G1 induced by V \K there exists a path joining k to xi .
Analogously, if z = x′i or z = i . 
Claim 10. Vertices s1 and s2 do not belong to K.
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Proof. Suppose s1 ∈ K . Recall that K is a clique in G2. Hence, s2, x′i , i , bja, b′ja, tja, t ′ja /∈K . The existence in the
subgraph of G1 induced by V \K of paths tja, b′ja, s2, x′i , i and tja, b′ja, s2, bja , contradict that the subgraph of G1
induced by V \K is disconnected. Analogously, if we suppose s2 ∈ K . 
Claim 11. Vertex k does belong to K.
Proof. Suppose k /∈K . By Claim 10, vertices s1, s2 /∈K . Hence, vertices k, s1, s2 belong to the same connected compo-
nent L of the disconnected subgraph of G1 induced by V \K . Note that every vertex z /∈L of the disconnected subgraph
of G1 induced by V \K is a variable vertex or a clause vertex, which contradicts Claim 9. 
Claim 12. Vertices s1 and s2 belong to distinct connected components of the disconnected subgraph of G1 induced by
V \K .
Proof. Suppose vertices s1, s2 belong to the same connected component L of the disconnected subgraph of G1 induced
by V \K . Note that K\{k} = ∅. In the subgraph of G1 induced by V \(K\{k}), vertices k, s1, s2 belong to the same
connected component. Let z /∈L of the disconnected subgraph of G1 induced by V \K . Every path in G1 joining k to
z contains s1 or s2, which means that the subgraph of G1 induced by V \(K\{k}) is also disconnected, a contradiction
to Claim 11. 
Claim 13. For each 1 in, precisely one vertex of the set {xi, x′i} belongs to K. For each 1jm, precisely one
vertex of the set {cj1, cj2, cj3} belong to K. In addition, if cj1 ∈ K , then bj2, bj3, tj1, t ′j1, tj2, b′j1 ∈ K . If cj2 ∈ K ,
then bj1, bj3, tj2, t ′j2, tj3, b′j2 ∈ K . If cj3 ∈ K , then bj1, bj2, tj3, t ′j3, tj1, b′j3 ∈ K .
Proof. Claim 11 says k ∈ K , Claim 12 says s1, s2 belong to distinct connected components of the subgraph of G1
induced by V \K .
For each 1 in, the path in G1 deﬁned by vertices s1, xi, i, x′i , s2 forces the cutset K to contain a vertex of{xi, i, x′i}. Since ik, xix′i are forbidden edges, the cutset K contains precisely one vertex of the set {xi, x′i}.
For each 1jm, there are several paths in G1 joining s1 to s2 having clause vertices as internal vertices. All such
paths contain forced edges: s1cja , and bjas2 (or b′jas2). At most one cja , 1a3 belongs to K, as K is a clique in
G2. Suppose no cja belongs to K. This forces bj1, bj2, bj3 ∈ K , which in turn forces b′j1, b′j2, b′j3 /∈K , which in turn
forces tj1, tj2, tj3, t ′j1, t ′j2, t ′j3 ∈ K , and a contradiction to K being a clique in G2.
The inclusion of a cja in K completely determines the inclusion of other clause vertices with index j, as follows.
Suppose cj1 ∈ K . Then bj2, bj3 ∈ K , and b′j2, b′j3 /∈K . Then tj1, t ′j1, tj2 ∈ K and ﬁnally b′j1 ∈ K . Analogously for
cases cj2 ∈ K , cj3 ∈ K . 
Now deﬁne the following truth assignment: variable xi has value true if and only if variable vertex x′i ∈ K . For each
1jm, consider the corresponding clause (xj1 ∨xj2 ∨xj3). Claim 13 says every sandwich clique cutset K contains,
for each 1 in, precisely one vertex of the set {xi, x′i}, and for each 1jm, precisely one vertex cja of the set{cj1, cj2, cj3}, which means that the literal xja in the set {xj1, xj2, xj3} has value true. In addition, Claim 13 says every
sandwich clique cutset K containing vertex cja , for 1jm, also contains corresponding vertices bjr , with r = a,
which means that the literal xjr , with r = a, in the set {xj1, xj2, xj3} has value false, as required. ,
4. Concluding remarks
In algorithm SandwichkStarCutset, the integer k1 is given as a constant. If k is part of the input, we get an
O(n2+k)-time solution for k-STAR CUTSET SANDWICH PROBLEM, but the time bound is no longer polynomial. Consider
the following related problem:
CLIQUE-STAR CUTSET SANDWICH PROBLEM
Instance: Vertex set V, forced edge set E1, forbidden edge set E3, and an integer k1.
Question: Is there a graph G= (V ,E) such that E1 ⊆ E and E∩E3 =∅ containing a clique-star cutset having a center
with at least k vertices?
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Note that in CLIQUE-STAR CUTSET SANDWICH PROBLEM, if we replace “at least” by “at most”, the problem is exactly
STAR CUTSET SANDWICH PROBLEM, hence easy.
Several interesting open problems remain: Can we establish the complexity of CLIQUE-STAR CUTSET SANDWICH
PROBLEM asNP-complete or polynomial? Canwe ﬁnd amore efﬁcient algorithm for STARCUTSETSANDWICHPROBLEM?
Can we identify particular instances of CLIQUE CUTSET SANDWICH PROBLEM which can be solved in polynomial time?
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